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Data management as 
part of the workflow













• Controls >30% of genes, elongation, flowering.
• Models connect gene level to whole plant growth
Dowson-Day et al. TPJ ‘99
Edwards et al. Plant Cell ‘06
Salazar et al. Cell ‘09
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Scraping PDFs …
…is a bit like cleaning drains with your teeth. 
It's slow, unpleasant, 
and you can't help but feel you're using 
the wrong tools for the job. 
(annapowellsmith, Scraperwiki blog, 2010)








































Reality of Data Sharing
Getting metadata
• No one likes describing data for repositories
Getting metadata - Tipping the balance
Getting metadata - Tipping the balance
BioDare: 
Biological rhythm data repository
• data visualization
• timeseries processing
• fast rhythm analysis
• good user interface
Immediate value for researchers.
www.biodare2.ed.ac.uk
Lowering the barrier
• Also splitting the effort
• splitting among people




















Data management as 









Freeman and Millar, “Valuing the Project”, Public Money & Management, 2017
Communities of Practice (CoP)
Groups of people who share a concern, a set 
of problems, or a passion about a topic, and 
who deepen their knowledge and expertise 
















• a common picture clients

















Successful RDM needs Researchers AND Institutions,
probably linked through intermediate RDM systems.














• fine grained metadata, 
• logical structure, data 
relationships
• customizable
• hooks for data processing
• Free, open source.
RDM as part of the workflow
Troup, E. et al. (2015) Practical evaluation …. http://hdl.handle.net/1842/12236
Slide: Prof. Carole Goble, Manchester, 2017. 



















22 eventsSlide: Prof. Carole Goble, Manchester, 2017. 
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Typical features of ELN:




• Online, sharing options
Few carrots but it’s simple
RDM as part of the workflow
Eilidh Troup, EPCC. 
Funded by Wellcome Trust ISSF.
Confluence wiki – group view
Wiki – user view


















Data management as 
part of the workflow
Institutional (or larger) 
Repository
Centrally-supported 
resources for “smart” 
research output
BioDare2
FAIRDOM
‘wikibench’
